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Jimmy Akingbola, p10
The actor chats about his role in modern-day dramatization ‘Bel-Air’.
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Editor's letter
Welcome to the February issue! We took the first month of the year to
plan and select the perfect features for you to read this month. It’s been
a busy time meeting many talents and discovering their art in depth.
We’re very happy with the result, I hope you are too when you read
about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine. One
artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents featured.
Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art and value
the talent and knowing the other side of the story including the amazing
photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly collaborate
with us.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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It's a big time for the charismatic and super talented actor Jimmy Akingbola, who
is currently starring as Geoffrey in the upcoming series Bel-Air, a modern-day
dramatization based on the '90s sitcom THE FRESH PRINCE OF BEL-AIR.
Leaning into the original premise and following Will's complicated journey from the
streets of West Philadelphia to the gated mansions of Bel-Air, the reimagined
vision will dive deeper into the inherent conflicts, emotions and biases that were
impossible to fully explore in a 30-minute sitcom format while still delivering
swagger and nods to the original show.
By having already worked with some impressive names so far in his career, Jimmy
remains humble and he’s always up to help to provide opportunities to discover
diverse talent including actors, writers, directors and producers in his role of
Founder of the Triforce Creative Network. He has beautiful thinking in regards
to his part in the industry on and off screen. What is key for his success without a
doubt, is that everything he does, he puts heart in it and he’s true to himself.
In conversation with Viewties, the lovely Jimmy answers all our questions about
his role as Geoffrey in Bel-Air.
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V: What helped you to get into character? Can you
say more about how you research the role to approach it?

V: I just watched Bel-Air trailer and, wow, it looks
fantastic! It kinda looks more like a movie than a
series to be honest. The performances are outstanding too… The trailer amazed me and I can’t
wait to see the show finally airing! So, I was wondering, what was your first impression of the show
when you read the script? And what was it about
the role that made you say ‘’I need to play it’’?

JIMMY: Growing up in Plaistow/Canning Town and East
London has helped me research this role. I know people
like Geoffrey and have had similar experiences, which
have helped me get into character. Music also helped me
get into character. I've been listening to a lot of UK artists
like Kano and Ghetts that are from the same area as me
in Newham, East London, UK. Their music talks a lot about
East London and references certain things and places that
relate to me personally and Geoffrey. If you want to know
what Geoffrey is listening to in the gym, it's Hoodie's All
Summer (Kano) and Conflict of Interest (Ghetts).

JIMMY: First of all, thank you so much for those kind
words about the trailer. Morgan Cooper, who wrote and
directed the 4min spec trailer that went viral in 2019,
and our Showrunners TJ and Rasheed have always had a
clear vision for Bel-Air. They constantly told us that BelAir would be epic, beautiful, vibrant, and cinematic. So, to
be honest with you, after reading Ep1 for the first time, I
immediately felt like we were reading something special
and ground breaking that was celebrating the full spectrum of the black community.

V: Are you happy with the response Bel-Air is having so far? What are you most hoping people to experience with the show?
JIMMY: Yes! I'm very happy. I've been blown away by the
response to the trailer; my phone hasn't stopped pinging
from notifications and beautiful messages from friends,
family and fans. I'm hoping that Bel-Air will excite all
viewers as we dive deeper into the inherent conflicts,
emotions and biases that were impossible to fully explore
in a 30min sitcom format while still delivering swagger
and nods to the original show. Trust me. If you loved The
Fresh Prince, you would also love Bel-Air. I hope our series
will feel nostalgic for fans of the original series who have
such a deep love for one of the most iconic families in
television history.

What made me say I need to play Geoffrey? Three things!
1. Morgan Cooper is a genius, and in my eyes, he is the
next Ryan Coogler, Martin Scorsese, Spike Lee, so I had to
work and create with him. 2. Geoffrey is such an iconic
global TV character played by a hero and friend, Joseph
Marcell, so it's an honour to step into his shoes. Plus, I
love playing or creating iconic characters. And 3. When
Morgan told me about his vision for the role of Geoffrey,
without giving too much away, I remember hearing words
like swagger, edge, east London, Hackney, authenticity,
representation, and he's not a butler! Then I think I
blacked out after that with excitement and was immediately like, I have to play this part!

V: What was the most rewarding and challenging
thing about being part of this production?

V: What's your favourite aspect of Geoffrey's journey in this season?

JIMMY: The most challenging thing has been filming
during covid times. Like ALL productions that are shooting
now, it's tricky and tough, yet our crew and production
team have been fantastic and worked so hard. I can't wait
for you all to see their work. The most rewarding thing is
being a part of a brilliantly diverse and inclusive show
that reflects the world we live in.

JIMMY: For me, it's been exploring Geoffrey's friendship
with Phillip Banks and being able to show how far they
both go back has been amazing. I've also enjoyed revealing what Geoffrey's job is in Bel-Air. He’s definitely
not a butler!
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V: Did you have the opportunity to meet Will
Smith, who is one of the executive producers of
the series based on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air he
was part of?

V: When you're not acting, what do you like
doing in your spare time?
JIMMY: I like socializing and partying with family and
friends, checking out the theatre, and eating at nice
restaurants… I'm a foodie!

JIMMY: It's a dream come true to have Will Smith as an
EP on the series. We wouldn't be here without him and
his brilliant production company Westbrook who have
always been involved in the entire process. But no, I've
not met Will, yet we are all still busy filming.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I'm curious to ask you if you have ever
seen or experienced any type of art / culture
from Argentina?

V: I am curious to know if there is any actor that
you look up to, anyone that you'd like to share a
similar career trajectory with?

JIMMY: Unfortunately, I haven't, but I would love to
visit Argentina. I will say this, though. I'm a big football
fan, and I remember watching Maradona singlehandedly destroy England's World Cup hopes in 1986.
He dribbled from the halfway line past numerous
defenders, and that goal has gone down in history as
one of the most iconic goals in World Cup history.
Watching that moment felt like art/culture.

JIMMY: Oh! Yes! I look up to so many actors! And I'm
proud to say many are my friends… Idris Elba, Daniel
Kayluua, Marianne Jean Baptiste, Chewitel Ejofior, Olivia
Coleman, Aml Ameen, Tom Hardy, David Oyelowo, Sir Ian
Mckellan, Dustin Hoffman, Denzel Washington, Sidney
Poitier, Kathy Burke, Eddie Murphy, Angela Bassett,
Wunmi Mosaku, Nicholas Pinnock, Robert De Niro, Al
Pacino, Riz Ahemd, Michael Fassbender, and Namoie
Harris. I've always been inspired by seeing my friends
winning. I could name so many more. For me, they all
represent "Being The Change We Want To See", and they
remind me to dare to dream and work hard.

Bel-Air will be
on Peacock from
14 February on
Sky and NOW.

V: What are some roles that you would like to play
someday?
JIMMY: Ok, I'm not going to overthink this one, so here
we go. I'd like to play a Marvel Superhero, a Comedian, a
Spy and a Kung Fu Master.
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